Periodic broadcast is a wst-effective solution for disseminating popular videos. This strategy has the po tential to BenJe a very large community with minimal broadcast bandwidth: regardless of the number of video requests, the worst service latency to all clients is con stant. Although many efficient schemes have been pro posed, most of them impose some rigid requirement on client r�eiving bandwidth. They either demand clients to have the same . bandwidth as the video senJer, or limit therr( to receive no more than two video streams . at anyone time. ·"In our previous· work, we addressed this problem by proposing a Client-Qentric Approach 
broadcasting studied in [1, 2J. Given a broadcast band width n times of a videos playback rate, this scheme broadcasts the video every J;il time units, where Ivl is the video length. Since it requires each client to have only one-channel receiving bandwidth and does not need buffer at receiving ends, this scheme is low cost in terms of implementation. Unfortunately, this simple approach can reduce the broadcast period only linearly with respect to the increase of broadcast bandwidth.
.
To improve the broadcast efficiency, many ad:: . vanced techniques have been propOsed, inchidiiJ.¢ Pyramid Broadcasting [3, 4J, Skyscrapper Broadaist ing [51, Pagoda Broadcasting [6, 7, 81, just to name·s few. These· studies: show that broadcast . latency can be dramatically reduced if clients can d�wnload video data at a speed. higher than video playback rate. Most· of them, however, are designed with some rigidre quirement on client receiving bandwidth: they either limit clients to receive no more than two video streams at anyone time,. or de mand them to have the same bandw idth as the video server. For instances, Pyra mid Broadcasting works best when clients can receive data at 2.6 times of video playback rate; Skyscrap per Broadcasting ass umes the receiving bandwidth at client sites is two times of video playback rate; Other techniques, such as Pagoda Broadcasting and its vari ations, require each client to have receiving bandwidth equal to server broadcast bandwidth. The teclmiques with the former limitation are intended for clients with low receiving bandwidth. They cannot perform any better in the presence of more client receiving capa bility. As for the techniques with the latter drawback, both server and client bandwidth must be augmented at the same pace in order to reduce broadcast latency. Such techniques are infeasible in many cases since in creasing receiving bandwidth at all client sites would require a revamp of an en tire network infrastructure . . In [9, The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
We discuss CCA in more detail in Section 2. In Sec tion 3, we investigate a motivation example and then provide a generalized solution in 4. We compare its performance with CCA in Section 5. Finall y, we give our concluding remarks in Section 6.
Related Work
To broadcast a video over k channels, CCA parti tions the video into k segments, Blo 82, "' , and Bk, each is broadcast repeatedly on its own channel. As an example, consider k = 6 and c = 3 (i.e., the server uses six channels to broadcast and each client can receive data from three chann els simultaneously). With COA, the more receiving bandwidth clients have, the more efficient broadcast can be achieved. , ,
!l Motivation Example
In eeA, a broadcast series ,grows faster when clients have more receiving bandwidth. Given a video and a fixed broadcast bandwidth, a faster growth of broadcast -series makes the first segment slJlaJler; re sulting in a shorter broadcast latency. Thus, the key to reduce broadcast latency is to make broadcast se ries grow as fast as possible under the condition that client playback continuity is ensured. To investigate the limitation of growing a broadcast series, we start from a motivation example where each client has two channels receiving capability.
Given two-channel receiving bandwidth and k broadcast channels, CCA partitions a video into k seg ments, say, SI, S2, . .. , 8k, each two forrns a group.
Obviously, the fastest series for the first two segments is II, 2), Le., I S l l = 1 and IS21 = 2. To guarantee group continuity, we simply make the size of the first segment in one group equal to that of the last segment in the previous group. 
C' The above guideline allows us to find the following broadcast series: for. c =' 2: [I, 2, 2, 5, 5,12,.12, 25, 25,60,,60,125,.125 ,.300, 300; . . . 1
It is worth mentioning the above series grows faster than that from Skyscraper Broadcasting [5t, wrucn was designed specifically for C = 2 and until now is the fastest one in this setting:
[1, 2,2,5,5,12,12,25,25,52,52,105,105,212,212, .. 
. J 4 Proposed -Technique
For the above motivation example, we develop a new generalized broadcast technique. We will call this scheme as CCA+ since it, can be regarded as an en hanced version of CCA. Given a broa dcast band Wi dth of k channels, CCA+ also partitions �he video into k se gments, S1, S2, "" Sk. However, the sizes o( these segments are determined using the following iOlI:i:lUla , where c is the number of channels access ible at:recei.v illg enrk. 
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where x is t�e largest number such that x :s: E;:!-e-l I Sjl and
Note that the broadcast series for the first c + 1 segments is the same as in the original eCA. be downloaded using II distinct receiving channel.
(o)�l We now explain how to generate a broadcast se ries using our se g mentation formula.
. To determine
Ac+1, we can try the numbers one by one ranging from 0 to L �'!i I Ail · c +I'
We can st� by selecting Ac+2 = Li""l IAil fust, and then proceed down. Once the condition stated in ihe formula is satisfied, the number is then used as IAc+21.
After fixing IAcHI, we can determine the size of the next segment and so forth.
Because the broadcast series from our new scheme grows faster than that from CCA, the actual size of the first segment is smaller. making broadcast latency shorter. We note that while a faster broadcast series reduces the broadcast latency, it may require more disk buffer at client site. Fbrtunately, disk buffer is no longer a major concern, considering that one can hardly find a hard drive less than 10GB in today's storage market. Ultimately, it is worth making every effort to better utilize client receiving bandwidth and server broadcast bandwidth, both of which are expen sive and neither one can be upgraded frequently.
Performance Study
We analyze the performance of the proposed tech nique in this section by comparin g its performance to that of CCA, which until now is the only tech nique that can leverage broadband c onnection for bet ter broadcast performance. Since we are primarily in-terested in the relative performance of the two tech niques, we assume in our study that the system has" only one video. As we have discussed previously, if the system has n videos, the server bandwidth can be thought as divided evenly among n virtual servers.
Each server is used to serve one of the n videos. Thus, the results reported in this section are also valid for systems with many videos.
We ass ume the video is ass umed to be encoded us We Choose worst service latency as our performance metric and will focus on how this is affected by client receiving bandwidth and server broadcast bandwidth.
The formula for calculating the service latency under both techniques is given by L:JVI . We present the "" " " _,I�I " performance results in the following subsections.
5.1
Effect of Client Receiving Bandwidth
In this subsection , we analyze the effect of cliimt bandwidth on the service ll)tency of the two br oadcast " techniques. We vary the " client receiving bandwidth from 3.0 Mbits/sec to 9.0 Mbits/sec while the server broadcast bandwidth is fixed at 12.0 Mbitsfsec. The access-latency curves for CCA and CCA+ under these conditions are plotted in Figure 4 . We see tha t the ac cess latency under both schemes decreases when client receiving bandwidth increases. In all cases, however, CCA+ outperforms CCA about 50%. For instance, when the client download bandwidth is 3 channels, the worst access latency guaranteed by CCA is more than 15 seconds while that under CCA+ is less than 10 sec onds. We can also observe that the performance gain is more significant when the ratio of client bandwidth and broadcast bandwidth is smaller. As the client bandwidth approaches closer to the server bandwidth the performance gain by CCA+ decreases. This is due to the fact that both schemes have the same broad cast series for its first group of segments. When client bandwidth is equal to broadcast bandwidth, the two schemes essentially are the same. In reality, however, server bandwidth in general should be much higher than receiving bandwidth. Figure 4 ; Access latency vs. client receiving band width.
5.2

Effect of Server Broadcast Bandwidth
In this study, we investigate the eff ect of server broadcast bandwi" dth on the two broadcast schemes.
We vary the servel-bandwidth from 8 to 16 �ann els and see the access latency is improved when the client receiving bandwidth is 2, 3, and 4 channels. "The re sults of our study are plotted in Figures 5, Figures 6,   Figures 7, respectively . We see that in all scenarios that CCA+ gives a significantly better "performance in comparison to eCA. We also notice that the per formance (If both schemes is all improved sigmficantly with the increasing" of broadcast bandwidth. This is a desirable feature since adding more broadcast ,band width is much easier than improving the bandwidth of all "last-mile" connections. SeNer Bandwidlh (No" 01 channels) 6 Concluding Remarks .
We have p�ented in this paper a novel broadcast technique that can effectively utilize broadband ac cess to minimize server broadcast latency. Unlike most existing schemes, the new approach can significantly improve the broadcast efficiency with the increase of client receiving bandwidth. This feature is highly de sirable because more and more people now have broad band access. We analytically proved the correctness of our technique by showing that the continuity of the client playback is guaranteed . . To substantiate its good performance, we provided analyses to compare its ser vice latency with that of our previous CCA scheme, which was the only existing technique that can lever age client bandwidth for more efficient broadcast. Our performance results convincingly show that the pro posed technique is substantial better under the same hardware conditions. It is worth pointing out that the new scheme works under the ass umption that all clients have the same receiving bandwidth. Client heterogeneity, however, is an inherent part of todaJ's networks. Therefore, an important future work ifl to extend the proposed scheme to work for heterogeneous clients.
